HUMANITY 2.0

CHAKRAS

UNDERSTANDING ALL OF LIFE IS CREATIVE ENERGY IS THE VERY FOUNDATION OF PERSONAL MASTERY

6) THIRD EYE CHAKRA
   Intuition

5) THROAT CHAKRA
   Truth

4) HEART CHAKRA
   Love

3) SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA
   Power

2) SACRAL CHAKRA
   Sexuality

1) ROOT CHAKRA
   Survival

7) CROWN CHAKRA
   Cosmic Energy

---

Chakras are Layers of Energy Within Dimensions of Consciousness

Your brilliant future is here now when you consciously take personal responsibility for maintaining your energy centers (chakras), unleashing your limitless potential.

9th Chakra - Seat of the Soul
8th Chakra - Connection to Spirit
11th Chakra - Mind Over Matter
10th Chakra - Earth Connection
15th Chakra - Light Body Activation
12th Chakra - Universal Unity

THIRD DIMENSION
Chakras 1 - 7

FOURTH DIMENSION
Chakras 8 - 15

FIFTH DIMENSION
Chakras 16 - 22
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